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Nondestructive Evaluation of Early Contact Fatigue
Using Eddy Current Pulsed Thermography
Jia Liu, Wenwei Ren, Gui Yun Tian, Senior Member, IEEE, Bin Gao, Senior Member, IEEE, Yizhe Wang,
Jishan Zhang, Brian Shaw, Aijun Yin, Member, IEEE, and Naomi Omoyeni King-Alale
Abstract— Cyclic loading can lead to fatigue damage on the1
surface or subsurface of a gear tooth. In order to evaluate the2
contact fatigue damage, this paper applies eddy current pulsed3
thermography (ECPT) for fatigue damage characterization at4
different intervals of the loading cycle. The challenging task of5
fatigue evaluation is one of solving the qualitative microstructure6
state characterization before microcrack initiation. This paper7
proposes the thermooptical flow entropy tracking method to8
trace the heat flow and characterize the degree of fatigue9
damage while in this status no macrodefects appears using ECPT.10
In addition, the thermooptical flow is mathematically modeled11
to yield several desirable unique properties to evaluate minor12
variations in the microstructure of the material during the fatigue13
process. The nondestructive evaluation of fatigue damage with14
ECPT thermooptical flow is derived. The relationship between the15
entropy of thermooptical flow and the degree of contact fatigue16
at an early stage is established. The experimental study validates17
that the proposed method can detect and characterize the implicit18
damage and that the entropy of thermooptical flow is highly19
correlated with fatigue cycles which has the potential to evaluate20
the degree of fatigue damage.21
Index Terms— D. Non-destructive testing, C. eddy current22
pulsed thermography, B. fatigue damage, A. gear failure.23
I. INTRODUCTION24
DUE to high transmission efficiency, accurate transmission25 ratio, and high power ranges, the gear mechanism is
AQ:1
26
widely used in industrial products. One of the most common27
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modes of gear failure is contact fatigue damage which is 28
commonly manifested as the initiation and progression of 29
micro-pitting on the flanks of gear teeth [1]. Progressive 30
micro-pitting is the main mode of contact fatigue damage in 31
gears [2]–[7]. This form of fatigue can introduce non-uniform 32
high stress at the contact points and can make gear rotation 33
more noisy, less efficient and prone to gross fatigue failure. 34
Contact fatigue failure normally end with sudden breakage 35
of the gear teeth by crack propagation initiated from the 36
gear flank [1]. Hence, contact fatigue evaluation becomes a 37
major consideration in gear design, state measurement and life 38
prediction. 39
A wide range of Non-Destructive Testing and 40
Evaluation (NDT&E) methods have been employed for 41
fatigue measurement. For example, the magnetic Barkhausen 42
noise technique has been applied for evaluation of contact 43
fatigue damage and bending fatigue on gears [8]. Another 44
study has shown that substantial acoustic harmonic generation 45
can be obtained from dislocation dipoles generated during 46
plastic deformation and fatigue [9]. Fatigue damage in thick 47
composites can also be detected by pulse-echo ultrasonics [10]. 48
The remnant magnetisation method and eddy current sensors 49
array can also be used for fatigue evaluation in austenitic 50
steel [11], [12]. Since different NDT&E techniques have 51
different characteristics, the integration of different NDT&E 52
techniques to achieve high performance of fatigue defect 53
detection is required [13], [14]. The use of thermography based 54
fatigue detection has the potential for accurate non-contact 55
inspection of a large area within a short time, as well 56
as large standoff distances for a wide range of materials, 57
including: glass fiber, carbon fiber composites, and metallic 58
materials [15]–[19]. In addition, current techniques including 59
lock-in, pulsed optical excitation thermographic techniques 60
which cause heating uneven, cannot tackle the issue of 61
early fatigue damage detection. Furthermore, only the 62
heat deposited the thermal effusively, the defect depth, 63
the thermal diffusivity of the sample is considered by 64
using pulsed thermography and lock-in thermography. Eddy 65
current methods are sensitive to surface and sub-surface 66
defects, but the detection range is restricted by penetration 67
depth. Combining both eddy current and thermography 68
techniques enables fatigue damage to be evaluated with its 69
unique advantages. The technique is known as eddy current 70
pulsed thermography (ECPT) or pulsed eddy current (PEC) 71
stimulated thermography [20]. This technique applies a 72
high current electromagnetic pulse to the conductive material 73
1530-437X © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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under inspection. The heat is not limited to the sample surface;74
rather it can reach a certain depth, which is governed by the75
skin depth of eddy current. ECPT focus the heat on the defect76
due to friction or eddy current distortion, which increases77
the temperature contrast between the defective region and78
defect-free areas [21]. Therefore, electrical conductivities and79
the permeability are other two parameters which need to80
be considered by using Eddy Current Pulsed Thermograph.81
ECPT can enhance a specific excitation direction to optimise82
the directional evaluation along the defect orientation which83
is more effective for geometrically complex components84
providing a greater indication of surface cracks [22]–[24].85
In addition, ECPT allows area imaging of defects without86
scanning and enables detection of not only magnetic and87
non-magnetic metals, but also reinforced composites with88
weak conductivity [25], [26] by using a higher operating89
frequency.90
In our previous work, ECPT has been applied to detect91
and evaluate defects for gear fatigue measurement and92
monitoring [27]. For example, the Principle Component93
Analysis (PCA) is used for fatigue defect pattern extraction,94
which emphasis uncorrelation of each extracted basis patterns95
and it is sensitive to detect the macro defects as been proved96
effectively to separate singular patterns between non-defect97
and defect region [21]. However, techniques for pixel selection98
for characterisation around a fatigue damage are difficult to99
obtain a reliable solution [28]. In addition, current methods of100
ECPT cannot tackle the issue of early fatigue damage detection101
during the fatigue process, especially before initiation of102
micro-cracks.103
To overcome these issues, this study proposes the thermo-104
optical flow entropy method for transient thermal images105
of ECPT for contact fatigue evaluation [29]–[33]. The106
optical flow (OF) involves tracking the heat flow across a107
thermal image sequence [29]–[31], which are modelled as108
thermo-optical flow (TOF) that can be further extended to109
quantify heating propagation in gear samples. TOF has been110
proved quite sensitivity to the property variation of material111
due to the vary of both heating propagation and volume of112
heat [26]. In order to quantitatively analyse these heat flows,113
the entropy of thermo-optical flow is calculated to quantify114
the differences of heat propagation caused by material115
changes (fatigue process) for the assessment of fatigue116
failure [32]–[36]. Therefore, this method is very sensitive117
for the minor fatigue damage at the early age of contact118
fatigue process. The relationships between thermo-optical119
flow entropy and the degree of fatigue are established.120
The rest of this paper has been organised as follows. Firstly,121
specimens, and the method of thermo-optical flow entropy are122
introduced in Section II. The experimental study and numerical123
analysis of material features at different fatigue times are124
provided in Section III. Finally, conclusions and further work125
are outlined in Section IV.126
II. METHODOLOGY127
A. Systematic Diagram of the Approach128
The method for quantitative feature extraction of fatigue129
characterisation is outlined in Figure 1. It involves several130
Fig. 1. Systematic diagram of the approach.
stages that include thermal image sequence capture, image 131
pre-processing and selection of an optimal time frame to 132
be used, thermo-optical flow computation, thermo-optical 133
flow (TOF) entropy computation and fatigue evaluation. 134
B. Thermal Transient Pattern 135
The concept of optical flow was first studied in the 1940s 136
and is widely used for estimating velocity fields and object 137
tracking [34]. In this paper, optical flow is applied and used 138
to characterise heating flow between adjacent thermography 139
frames. The thermal transient pattern from ECPT for gear 140
health states during the fatigue process is of primary 141
importance to the structural integrity of gears [27]. 142
Firstly, optical flow is calculated to trace motion between 143
two thermal images captured at times t and t +t . It is based 144
on local Taylor series approximations of the image signal; 145
that is, they use partial derivatives with respect to the spatial 146
and temporal coordinates. For this case, a thermal image 147
sequence is seen as a three dimensional matrix with respect to 148
location x and y, and time t . A vector at location (x, y, t) 149
with intensity (temperature in this paper) I (x, y, t) will have 150
moved by x , y after t between the two transient images, 151
which can be given [31]: 152
I (x, y, t) = I (x + x, y + y, t + t) (1) 153
In this paper, the displacement between two images 154
represents the temperature variation, which reflects heat 155
propagation. Assuming the displacement is small, the 156
image constraint at I (x, y, t) with the Taylor series can be 157
developed to: 158
I (x + x, y + y, t + t) 159
= I (x, y, t)+ ∂ I
∂x
x + ∂ I
∂y
y + ∂ I
∂ t
t + o(x2,y2,t2) 160
(2) 161
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From these equations, it follows that:162
∂ I
∂x
x + ∂ I
∂y
y + ∂ I
∂ t
t = 0 (3)163
Or164
∂ I
∂x
x
t
+ ∂ I
∂y
y
t
+ ∂ I
∂ t
t
t
= 0 (4)165
results in:166
∂ I
∂x
vx + ∂ I
∂y
vy + ∂ I
∂ t
vt = 0 (5)167
Where vx and vy are the x and y components of the velocity168
or optical flow of I (x, y, t) and ∂ I/∂x , ∂ I/∂y and ∂ I/∂ t are169
the derivatives of the image at (x, y, t) in the corresponding170
directions. Ix , Iy and It can be written for the derivatives in171
the following equation (6).172
Ixvx + Iyvy = −I t (6)173
As the fatigue damage occurs at the area that suffers contact174
fatigue, the thermal and electrical conductivities of samples are175
varied [37]–[39]. Thus, both the spatial and transient of heat176
distribution is non-uniform at these areas. In order to identify177
these regions, the optical flow is used to track the heat flow for178
fatigue damage characterization. The heat conduction equation179
of a specimen caused by a Joule heating source is governed by:180
ρC P
∂T
∂ t
= Q + ∇(k∇T ) (7)181
Where ρ, CP , and k are density, heat capacity, and thermal182
conductivity respectively. Furthermore, T denotes the temper-183
ature of the sample, Q denotes the generated resistive heat184
and t means time.185
During the heating period, the electrical conductivity and186
thermal conductivity affect the temperature of the surface such187
that the Joule heating dominates in the heating period. This188
phenomenon shows that the bigger the eddy current density189
is, the higher the obtained temperature will be. The largest190
value is located in the place which has the largest current191
density at the end of the Joule heating. At the cooling period,192
the heat diffusion is varied at the areas that have suffered193
contact fatigue and this is mainly lead by thermal conductivity.194
Therefore, the cooling period is a better choice to analyse the195
process of heat diffusion. Furthermore, the faster temperature196
(or TOF) changes appear at the cooling period and more197
explanation can be found in [26].198
During the cooling period, where Q is zero, then,199
formula (6) leads to:200
ρC P
∂T
∂ t
= ∇(k∇T ) (8)201
The intensity I (x, y, t) is captured by the IR camera which202
can be used to characterize the thermal spatial and transient203
behaviour of the sample [26]. IR camera is sensitive to204
surface and sub-surface defects. The relationship between the205
intensity I and the temperature T can be given as I ∝ T and206
the first derivative with respect to time, t, can be given as207
∂ I
∂t ∝ ∂T∂t . Therefore, the formula (9) can be derived from the208
equation (6):209
−∂T
∂ t
∝(Ixvx + Iyvy) (9)210
Where ε is a constant to show the proportional relationship 211
between both sides of the equation. 212
Then, the following formula (10) can be derived from the 213
formula (8) and formula (9): 214
(Ixvx + Iyvy) ∝ −∇(k∇T)
ρCP
(10) 215
From formula (6) and (10), the relationship between inten- 216
sity I(x, y, t), the temperature of the sample, optical flow is 217
established. Thus, the thermo-optical flow (TOF) is modelled 218
to track the heat flow to characterize the fatigue damage. 219
The formula (10) in which there are two unknowns, cannot 220
be solved as such thermo-optical flow. The Horn–Schunck 221
method is used for the implementation, where the flow is 222
formulated as a global energy functional which is solved 223
through minimisation. F = [Vx , Vy]T is the thermo-optical 224
flow (TOF) vector: 225
E =
∫∫
[(I x Vx + Iy Vy + It )2 226
+ α2(||∇Vx ||2 +
∣∣∣∣∇Vy∣∣∣∣2)]dxdy (11) 227
Where the smoothness weight α > 0 serves as a regu- 228
larisation parameter: larger values for α result in a stronger 229
pennalisation of large flow gradients and lead to smoother flow 230
fields. 231
Due to the Horn–Schunck algorithm being an ill-posed 232
problem, the value of Vx and Vy is estimated through to the 233
n + 1 iteration. The TOF vector can be estimated as [U, V ]T 234
with n + 1 iterations [30], [31]. 235
C. The Feature of Thermo-Optical Flow Entropy Extraction 236
In order to visually analyse heat flows, the entropy is 237
calculated from the thermo-optical flow field to quantify 238
the differences of heat propagation caused by material 239
structure change (fatigue process). Entropy has been widely 240
used in quantum mechanics to characterize the degree of 241
uncertainty in the system. Traditionally, the uncertainty in a 242
collection of possible states ai with corresponding probability 243
distribution p(ai ) is given by its entropy H (a) [35]: 244
H (a) = −
∑
p(ai)log2(p(ai)) (12) 245
called the Shannon entropy [40], where a means the 246
collection of states ai . 247
This paper proposes a thermo-optical flow entropy driven 248
method to track the heat flow and quantify the degree of fatigue 249
across a thermal image sequence. As the fatigue damage 250
appears at the area that suffers contact fatigue, the property 251
and micro-structure of the material is changed during the 252
fatigue process. Electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity 253
and magnetic permeability become non-uniform at the area 254
that suffers contact fatigue. Thus, the heat distribution is 255
non-uniform at these areas. The thermo-optical flow entropy 256
method is used to trace the disorder of the heat distribution 257
which is directly associated with fatigue. 258
Thermo-optical flow image sequences are seen as a 259
three dimensional matrix with respect to location x and y, 260
and time t and the extracted thermo-optical flow field between 261
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t and t + t times is seen as a two dimension matrix with262
respect to location x and y. Thus, thermo-optical flow of a263
pixel can be expressed as u(i, j) and v(i, j), where i and j264
is the value of location x and y.265
Generally, the formula of thermo-optical flow entropy can266
be defined as:267
H (u) = −
∑
p(u(i, j))log2(p(u(i, j))) (13)268
H (v) = −
∑
p(v(i, j))log2(p(v(i, j))) (14)269
where p is the probability of thermo-optical flow.270
Due to only certain regions of the thermo-optical flow being271
considered, a specific range of the formula for thermo-optical272
flow containing contact information of the gear teeth can be273
set up. This range can be defined as
∑m2
i=m1
∑n2
j=n1 u(i, j)274
and
∑m2
i=m1
∑n2
j=n1 v(i, j) where m1 < m2, n1 < n2 and m2,275
n2 is less than the size of thermo-optical flow of the thermal276
image. So the formula (14) and (15) can be defined as:277
H (u) = −
∑m2
i=m1
∑n2
j=n1 p(u(i, j))log2(p(u(i, j))) (15)278
H (v) = −
∑m2
i=m1
∑n2
j=n1 p(v(i, j))log2(p(v(i, j))) (16)279
and p can be defined as:280
p (u (i, j)) = u (i, j)∑m2
i=m1
∑n2
j=n1 u(i, j)
(17)281
p (v (i, j)) = v (i, j)∑m2
i=m1
∑n2
j=n1 v(i, j)
(18)282
So the formula (16) and (17) can be defined as:283
H (u) = −
∑m2
i=m1
∑n2
j=n1
u (i, j)∑m2
i=m1
∑n2
j=n1 u(i, j)
284
× log2(
u (i, j)∑m2
i=m1
∑n2
j=n1 u(i, j)
) (19)285
H (v) = −
∑m2
i=m1
∑n2
j=n1
v (i, j)∑m2
i=m1
∑n2
j=n1 v(i, j)
286
× log2(
v (i, j)∑m2
i=m1
∑n2
j=n1 v(i, j)
) (20)287
Therefore, the entropy of the thermo-optical flow, which is288
defined as equations (19) and (20), measures the disorder of289
the heat flow to quantify the fatigue damage.290
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION291
A. Sample Preparation and Experiments Setup292
Gear manufacture and fatigue testing were carried out at the293
Design Unit – Gear Technology Centre, Newcastle University.294
The 6 mm module helical test gears had a 44 mm facewidth.295
The gears were manufactured from an 18CrNiMo7 steel bar, as296
shown in Figure 2. The gears were tested on a 160 mm centre297
distance back-to-back contact fatigue test rig at 3000 rpm298
(pinion) with a BGA test oil at 90 °C [1]. A stepwise micro-299
pitting test was employed which involves running gears at300
incrementally increasing contact stress levels with each stage301
running for up to 8 million cycles, as illustrated in Figure 3.302
Fig. 2. (a) The Gear sample. (b) Fatigue test gear with inductor coil.
Fig. 3. Procedure of the stepwise micro-pitting test.
ECPT deviation was measured after each stage of running. 303
Comparing with the service life of the gear, in this accelerated 304
life experiment, the fatigue testing time is short before initial 305
micro-crack initiation when microstructure of the tooth flank 306
is modified and low levels of fatigue damage is created. 307
During the fatigue process, the microstructure of the gear 308
is changed. These changes lead to a considerable decrease 309
in thermal conductivity, electrical conductivity and magnetic 310
permeability [37]–[39]. The relationship between the heat 311
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Fig. 4. ECPT experimental system.
distribution and these parameters can be established by using312
the pulsed eddy current thermography method. This paper313
proposes a thermo-optical flow entropy method to trace the314
change of heat flow to characterize the degree of fatigue315
damage before micro-crack initiation.316
The eddy current pulsed thermography (ECPT) is shown317
in Figure 4. An Easy heat 224 instrument from Cheltenham318
Induction Heating is used for coil excitation. The Easy heat319
has a maximum excitation power of 2.4 kW, a maximum320
current of 400 Arms and an excitation frequency range of321
150-400 kHz (200 Arms and 256 kHz were used during322
this study). This measurement system has a quoted rise time323
(the heating period to full power) of 5ms, which was verified324
experimentally. Water cooling of the coil is implemented to325
counteract direct heating of the coil [22]–[24].326
An SC7500 IR camera is a Stirling cooled camera with327
a 320 × 256 array of 1.5-5μm InSb detectors. This camera328
has a sensitivity of <20 mK and a maximum full frame rate329
of 383 Hz, with the option to increase the frame rate with330
windowing of the image. A rectangular coil is constructed to331
apply directional excitation. This coil is made of 6.35 mm high332
conductivity hollow copper tubing. During the experiment,333
only one edge of the rectangular coil is used to stimulate eddy334
currents to the sample below. In this study, the frame rate was335
383 Hz with a 320 × 256 array and 2s videos were recorded336
in the experiments.337
When the gear teeth are tested to analyse the level of contact338
fatigue, the thermal image sequences contain the information339
of two gear teeth, captured by the SC7500 IR camera. The340
two gear flanks are defined as fatigue contact tooth flank341
and fatigue non-contact tooth flank. The fatigue contact tooth342
flank suffers contact fatigue, whereas the fatigue non-contact343
tooth flank does not suffer any contact fatigue and is a direct344
comparison with the fatigue contact tooth flank. As shown345
in Figure 5, when the SC7500 IR camera is used to capture346
the thermal image sequences, irradiation angles are taken for347
analysis. These two tooth flanks are taken to evaluate the348
fatigue damage.349
B. Time Slot Selection of Transient Thermal Images350
As shown in Figure 6 (a), the gradation changes (as marked351
by the rectangular region) across time. The information of the352
Fig. 5. (a) Two gear teeth. (b) A capturing angle of the infrared camera on
gear teeth.
marked areas is displayed to explore how to properly select 353
the specific transient time period for the optimal comparison 354
between fatigue failures with high sensitivity. As shown 355
in Figure 6, the slope of the falling edge is larger and the 356
first derivative of transient pattern varies sharply [23]. This 357
characteristic can be exploited for further NDE. In this paper, 358
TOF is extracted from two images of the transient thermal 359
images. Based on faster temperature (or TOF) changes at the 360
falling edge, the beginning of the cooling stage is a viable 361
region for selection to allow further analysis and more specific 362
explanation on how to choose the proper frames can be found 363
in [26]. In this study, 200–250 thermal frames (523 –720 ms) 364
are selected for analysis with these frames marked by the 365
rectangular box shown in Figure 6 (a). 366
C. Deriving Thermo-Optical Flow From Transient 367
Thermal Image Sequences 368
By deriving the thermo-optical flow from the thermal 369
image, it is clear to see the process of heat diffusion across 370
the gear surface. Thermo-optical flow is calculated to trace 371
the heat motion between two thermal images. In order to 372
demonstrate the process of the heat flow from another angle, 373
thermo-optical flow is illustrated using the vector as shown 374
in Figure 7 (a) and (b), the pseudo colour images as shown 375
in Figure 7 (d) and (e). In order to avoid the background image 376
for fatigue damage detection, only the measured gear is con- 377
sidered and the thermo-optical flow value on the surrounding 378
background is set to zero. 379
In Figure 7, the distribution of thermo-optical flow on the 380
gear surface during the cooling period is analysed. As shown 381
in Figure 7 (c), a TOF vector can be decomposed into 382
two directions. From Figure 7 (a) and (b), it is shown that the 383
TOF have the uniform distribution and non-disorder direction 384
at the non-contact tooth flank. Because of the microstructure 385
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Fig. 6. Transient thermal behaviour for time slot selection. (a) The transit
response using the images at Stage 7, where the horizontal axis represents time
and the vertical axis represents temperature greyscale. (b) The first derivative
of the transit response using the images at Stage 7, where the horizontal
axis represents time and the vertical axis represents the first derivative of the
temperature curve.
of the non-contact tooth flank does not vary, the properties386
of electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity and magnetic387
permeability of the non-contact tooth flank remain in the388
originated state. Thus, the heat distribution is reflected as389
approximately uniform at the cooling stage of transient thermal390
behaviour. However, comparing with the TOF of the fatigue391
non-contact tooth flank, the singular values of TOF appear on392
the fatigue contact tooth flank. These mean that the conductive393
properties of the material and the thermal conductivity of394
the permeability become different and contact fatigue appears395
at certain areas of the fatigue contact tooth flank. The heat396
therefore converges on these places where the contact fatigue397
initiated and the singular values of TOF are seen at these398
locations. Especially, these phenomenon become obvious in399
the v direction.400
Thermo-optical flow is calculated to trace motion401
of heat flow between two thermal images captured at402
times t and t + t. As the fatigue damage is slight, mirror403
reflection would influence the defect detection by using the404
ECPT method. In this paper, the differentiation method is used405
to eliminate the influence of surface curvature and thermal406
emissivity. Furthermore, as mirror reflection of a Gear does407
Fig. 7. (a) Thermo-optical flow distribution at Stage 7 (the size of arrows
indicate the thermo-optical flow values and the direction of arrow indicates
the thermo-optical flow direction). (b) Thermo-optical flow which is amplified
from Fig.7 (a). (c) The direction of a OF vector. (d) The pseudo colo images
of TOF value in the u direction at stage 7. (e) The pseudo colo images of
TOF value in the v direction at Stage 7/(Note: the fatigue non-contact tooth
flank is on the left, and fatigue contact tooth flank is on the right.)
not change the heat flow, the method of thermo-optical flow 408
can approximately eliminate the effect of mirror reflection. 409
Fatigue behaviour is the cyclic deformation behaviour of 410
metallic materials which always suffer mechanical (electrical) 411
stress or strain effects. In cyclic deformation, as the material 412
structure is damaged, the conductive properties of the material 413
and the thermal conductivity of the permeability are modified. 414
As the fatigue damage can change the velocity and direction 415
of the heat at different areas of the fatigue contact tooth flank 416
as such, the TOF can be used to track the heat flow for fatigue 417
damage detection. From figure 7 (d) and (e), the thermo- 418
optical flow value in the u direction is always less than the 419
thermo-optical flow value in the v direction. These mean that 420
the heat always spreads along the gear teeth axis and there 421
is little heat transmission to the air between the teeth. For 422
the adjacent gear teeth, the medium of the heat transmission 423
between the tooth and the adjacent tooth is air. Thus, the speed 424
of heat propagation is slower among the teeth than the heat 425
transmission along the gear tooth. The value of thermo-optical 426
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Fig. 8. Two-dimensional pseudo colour images at stage 5: (a) using PCA
method and (b) using TOF method. (Note: the fatigue non-contact tooth flank
is on the left, and fatigue contact tooth flank is on the right).
flow on the gear teeth is much greater than the value on the427
surrounding background. Furthermore, the value of thermo-428
optical flow on the fatigue contact tooth flank using the images429
at Stage 7 is much greater than the value on the fatigue430
non-contact tooth flank which does not suffer contact fatigue.431
D. The Difference Results by Using PCA Method432
From the Previously Published Work433
This paper mainly focus on an extremely challenge task434
for ECPT to detect and evaluate the micro structure variation435
of material while in this status no macro defects appears436
and these property variation region can be considered as the437
hidden defects. In our previous study, several algorithms is438
developed to handle the macro defects such as cracks, impact439
damage, delamination and so on. To emphasis the contribution440
of this work, the proposed method with our latest previous441
study is compared [21] which uses pattern separation method442
for crack detection. Specifically, the Principle Component443
Analysis (PCA) is used for defect pattern extraction. The444
Figure 8 show the comparison results.445
Figure 8 displays the comparison results of detecting hidden446
defects (property variation of material), it can be clearly seen447
that it is difficult to find obviously singular region between the448
fatigue non-contact tooth flank and the fatigue contact tooth449
flank on component 4 by using PCA. Using PCA method,450
in order to choose the appropriate component which can451
characterise defect, every component needs to be analyzed.452
The PCA emphasis uncorrelation of each extracted basis453
patterns and it is sensitive to detect the macro defects as454
been proved effectively to separate singular patterns between 455
non-defect and defect region [21]. This is because when macro 456
defects exist, the path of eddy current is distorted apparently 457
and the resistive heat between defect and nondefect region 458
are different and uncorrelated while this characteristic makes 459
PCA easily extract singular patterns to detect the defects. 460
The Thermo-optical flow is more focus on characterizing the 461
changes of heat flow, and these changes directly link the 462
features with the physical and material properties at the early 463
age of fatigue process. The entropy is calculated from the 464
thermo-optical flow field to quantify the differences of heat 465
propagation caused by material structure change (fatigue 466
process). The thermo-optical flow entropy is very sensitive to 467
characterize the minor gear feature changes at the early age of 468
fatigue process. Specifically, because of the micro-structure of 469
the non-contact tooth flank is not vary, the properties electrical 470
conductivity, thermal conductivity and magnetic permeability 471
of the non-contact tooth flank is retain originated state. Thus, 472
the heat distribution is reflected as approximately uniform at 473
the cooling stage of transient thermal behaviour. However, 474
comparing the TOF of fatigue non-contact tooth flank, the 475
singular values of TOF are appeared at fatigue contact tooth 476
flank. These means the conductive properties of the material 477
and the thermal conductivity of the permeability become 478
different and contact fatigue appear at certain area of fatigue 479
contact tooth flank. Then the heat is converged on these 480
places where the contact fatigue appeared. And the singular 481
values of TOF are appeared on these places. Especially, these 482
phenomenons become obvious in the v direction. Then thermo- 483
optical flow entropy is extracted to quantitatively analyse these 484
heat flows. 485
E. Extracting TOF Entropy 486
In order to reflect the changes of thermo-optical flow in 487
another angle, thermo-optical flow entropy is extracted. 488
From Figure 9, thermo-optical flow entropy is taken to 489
quantify fatigue damage. In order to capture the specific areas 490
which have been affected by contact fatigue, a sliding window 491
for thermo-optical flow entropy extraction of a small region 492
is taken and analysed as shown in Figure 9 (a). The sliding 493
window is moving by a pixel along the X-coordinate. The size 494
of the sliding window exactly coincides with the size of the 495
measured gear teeth. So with movement of the sliding window, 496
the fatigue damage in some specific areas is detected. When 497
extracting the thermo-optical flow entropy, only the norm of 498
TOF is considered, as shown in Figure 9 (a). As shown in 499
formulas (19) and (20), the location of the sliding window is 500
determined by the value of m1, m2 n1 and n2. The entropy 501
of the thermo-optical flow is taken to measure the degree of 502
disorder which directly associates with the level of fatigue. 503
From Figure 9 (b) and (c), the thermo-optical flow 504
entropy became obviously different of the two gear teeth at 505
stage 5 and stage 7. The value of thermo-optical flow entropy 506
is greater on the fatigue contact tooth flank which suffered 507
contact fatigue. As the heat distribution is uniform at fatigue 508
non-contact tooth flank, the disorder degree of TOF is lower 509
on the fatigue non-contact tooth flank, which characterises 510
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Fig. 9. (a) Sliding window for norm of thermo-optical flow at Stage 7.
(b) Thermo-optical flow entropy at Stage 7. (c) Thermo-optical flow entropy
at stage 5. (Where FNCTF means fatigue non-contact tooth flank, and FCTF
means fatigue contact tooth flank.)
the material properties of a gear before fatigue accumulation.511
At the fatigue contact tooth flank, the heat converges at the512
places where the singular values of TOF appeared because of513
the changing microstructure on the fatigue contact tooth flank514
surface. As the TOF value is quite different between the area515
where the heat converges and the adjacent area, the degree516
of disorder is higher. Thermo-optical flow entropy is used to517
quantify the disorder of the heat flow such that the higher the518
value of thermo-optical flow entropy, the higher the degree519
of fatigue damage. Therefore, the thermo-optical flow entropy520
which traces the motion of heat flow during the fatigue process521
can characterise the change of the material microstructure and 522
establish the relationship between thermo-optical flow entropy 523
and the microstructure of gear fatigue at an early stage. 524
From Figure 9 (b) and (c), the value of thermo-optical flow 525
entropy is higher at stage 7 than at stage 5. This indicates that 526
the degree of fatigue damage increased with the an increase of 527
cyclic loading. From Figure 10, the details of fatigue damage 528
during the fatigue process are analysed. 529
In order to analyse the variation of fatigue damage as a 530
fatigue test progresses, two-dimensional pseudo colour images 531
of thermo-optical flow in the v direction and thermo-optical 532
flow entropy at different stages were analysed. 533
As shown in Figure 10, only the fatigue contact tooth flank 534
is considered. Due to the uncertainty with manually setting of 535
the camera angle, the gear position shows slight variations 536
in the image. At the early stage of the contact fatigue, 537
only the microstructure of the tooth flank is varied and the 538
degree of fatigue damage is small. Especially, the macroscopic 539
crack is not formed during this stage of the fatigue process. 540
Thermo-optical flow is able to track small changes of the 541
microstructure. From Figure 10 (c) to Figure 10 (a), the values 542
of the thermo-optical flow norm become greater on the fatigue 543
contact tooth flank, which corresponds with increasing levels 544
of contact fatigue damage. When the fatigue damage does 545
not appear as on the fatigue non-contact tooth flank, the 546
TOF value is close to zero. On the other hand, the norm of 547
the thermo-optical flow value becomes greater. Positive and 548
negative values of thermo-optical flow represent the heat flow 549
direction along v direction. The degree of fatigue damage 550
becomes greater and the areas of fatigue damage gradually 551
increase when the fatigue cycles increase. Especially, fatigue 552
damage always appears in the same locations (such as the 553
areas M and N in Figure 10), the degree of fatigue damage 554
to the material structure increases in these locations as the 555
fatigue test progresses. In Figure 10 (d) and (e), thermo- 556
optical flow entropy is extracted at stage 7 and stage 3. The 557
value of thermo-optical flow entropy is higher at stage 7 558
than the value at stage 3. Slight variations of thermo-optical 559
flow entropy are shown in the Figure 10 (d) and (e). Take 560
area M for example, the highest value of thermo-optical 561
flow entropy is 4.08 at stage 3, where the highest value of 562
thermo-optical flow entropy is 5.08 at stage 7. These results 563
indicate that the degree of the fatigue damage increases at the 564
fatigue contact region as the fatigue test progresses. These 565
results have shown in Figure 10 (d) and (e) are line with 566
that shown in Figure 10 (a), (b) and (c). During the early 567
cyclic deformation, only some of the grains are plastically 568
deformed and the plastic deformation degrees of the grains 569
are different. With increasing fatigue cycles, the extent of 570
plastic deformation of the grains increases and the number 571
of grains which are plastically deformed is also increased. 572
This explains that fatigue damage of the material structure 573
suddenly increases in M and N areas. The areas M and N 574
can be considered as an incubation area of a fatigue crack 575
where physical characteristics are significantly changed in 576
these areas. Furthermore, the fatigue damage is diffused 577
from M and N areas to the surroundings on the gear tooth 578
and fatigue damage thus appears across the whole area of the 579
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Fig. 10. Two-dimensional pseudo colo images of thermo-optical flow in the v direction at different stages: (a) at Stage 7; (b) at Stage 5; (c) at Stage 3.
Thermo-optical flow entropy at different stages: (d) at Stage 7; (e) at Stage 3.
Fig. 11. The curve of average of thermo-optical flow entropy with different
fatigue stage where the horizontal axis represents the fatigue stage and the
vertical axis represents the average of thermo-optical flow entropy.
fatigue contact tooth flank. In this paper, thermo-optical flow580
entropy is used to underline these changes. This phenomenon581
can be summarised as: 1) the fatigue damage of the material582
structure induces the change of the heat transfer coefficient; 583
2) the change of the heat transfer coefficient induces the 584
change of the thermo-optical flow velocity; 3) using thermo- 585
optical flow entropy then highlights these changes. 586
On the basis of the studies above, the degree of fatigue 587
damage can be evaluated. From Figure 9 and Figure 10, 588
the curves of thermo-optical flow entropy have shown the 589
potential to evaluate the degree of fatigue damage. Therefore 590
the average of the thermo-optical flow entropy on gear teeth is 591
focused to derive the conclusion as shown in Figure 11. The 592
fitted average value of thermo-optical flow entropy is used 593
to analyse the change of fatigue damage as the fatigue test 594
progresses. This figure shows the phenomenon of the rise in 595
fatigue damage as the fatigue cycles increase. Thus fatigue 596
damage covered most of the fatigue contact tooth flank. 597
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 598
In this paper, the thermo-optical flow entropy has been 599
applied to evaluate the fatigue damage by using ECPT. The 600
relationships between the TOF entropy and the degree of 601
fatigue damage have been analysed. The results show that 602
TOF entropy highly correlated with the level of cyclic fatigue 603
loading. In the future, NDE of a wider array of dedicated 604
samples will be evaluated through multiple parameters such 605
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as magnetic barkhausen noise etc. Simulations will be carried606
out to build the relationships between fatigue damage and607
variation in physical or mechanical properties, mechanical and608
material states, such as stress/strain and thermal and electrical609
conductivity.610
Furthermore, the spread of fatigue damage and the611
formation of micro-cracks will be carried out in conjunction612
with more feature extraction including TOF histogram and613
pattern, experimental studies for life-cycle assessment and614
cracking prediction. The demerits/limitations of the present615
approach over lock-in, pulsed optical excitation thermographic616
techniques will block some imaging areas due to excitation617
coils, which will be addressed in future papers.618
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